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Abstract

Thick films of La2/3Sr1/3MnO3�d were fabricated on thermally oxidized Si(1 0 0) and polycrystalline aluminum oxide

by a screen printing method. The maximum low-field magnetoresistence (MR) ratio, 0.68%, was obtained at 300K for

the sample which was sintered at 11001C, that is an MR ratio of 0.0015%/Oe in the 450Oe field region. We propose

that this MR ratio is enough to fabricate device, which can be used as a low-cost magnetic sensor. r 2002 Elsevier

Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Recently, perovskite manganites have been exten-

sively studied due to their half-metallic nature [1]. This

leads to large spin-polarized tunneling magnetoresis-

tance (TMR) and intrinsic colossal magnetoresistance,

either by intergranular tunneling in a single manganite

layer or by interlayer tunneling in a magnetic tunnel

junction [2]. One of the most serious problems in

the practical application for the device is that the

manganite CMR materials have insufficient magnetore-

sistance (MR) response at room temperature in low

applied magnetic fields (about o1 kOe). For applica-

tions of magnetic materials, the technology needs to be

made simple and low-cost. For that purpose, thick films

offer considerable advantage. The screen-printing meth-

od offers a wide range of circuit complexities, from

simple conductor patterns to highly complex hybrid

integrated circuits, using the same basic materials and

equipment. The substrates play an important role in the

magnetotransport properties of manganite materials.

In this paper, we have fabricated thick films on both

polycrystalline silicon SiO2/Si(1 0 0) and aluminum

oxide (Al2O3) substrates using the La2/3Sr1/

3MnO3�d(LSMO) composition. Ceramic LSMO pow-

ders have been prepared by a water-based sol–gel

process starting from the appropriate mole ratio of

metal salts. A detailed account of the experimental

procedure and conditions can be found elsewhere [3].

The elimination of the organic was done in two steps.

The final product was ultrasonically dispersed in water

to create powders of fine particle size. X-ray diffraction

of the as-prepared ceramics shows the presence of the

rhombohedrally distorted perovskite structure. In order

to get the adequate printability, ceramic grains have

been suspended in an organic vehicle made by therpi-

neol. The relative concentration of perovskite to

therpineol depends on the method used to make the

film. We have found that the LSMO powder/therpineol

ratio for screen-printing is 80/20wt% and LSMO thick

films were screen printed onto a different substrate. The

thick films were kept overnight in desiccators to settle,

then the organic vehicle burnt out at 3501C for 1 h using

a temperature ramp of 101C/h during both heating and

cooling. To explore the optimum sintering conditions,

the thick films were sintered at different temperatures

(7001C, 9001C and 11001C) under air atmosphere. X-ray

diffraction was carried out in our samples using CuKa
radiation with a wavelength of 1.54060 (A. As shown in

Fig. 1 we show the pattern corresponding to the LSMO

thick films as a function of sintering temperature. The

XRD patterns of the grown films can be indexed on the

basis of a rhombohedral cell (R-3c). The refined cell
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